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stood for the sounds of oral language. The protoliterate period in Mesopotamia
marked the transition from pictographic writing and opened the era of logographic
systems of word writing in what came to be called cuneiform. The Sumerian system
may have stimulated the creation of all the other logographic systems.17
The educational significance of the Sumerian protoliterate period may be stated
this way: It seems fair to assume that the priestly colleges or corporations found that
they needed to simplify and conventionalize the writing that aided them in their social
and cultural functions. They began to delegate some of their members to specialize
still more in the affairs of writing, and these persons came to be known as scribes. As
the priests and priestly scribes worked in concert to arrive at common phonetic
meanings for the signs that originally represented things, they produced true writing.
And induction into the skills and knowledge necessary to understand several hundred
written signs must have been a long, arduous, and organized process.
It may or may not be the case that formal schools were organized as early as the
protoliterate period in Mesopotamia. It is easily possible that scribes connected with
an edubba (tablet house) became teachers as such. Certain it is that some of the oldest
known pictographic clay tablets from Erech contain word lists deliberately intended
for study and practice, "... that is, as early as 3000 B.C., some scribes were already
thinking in terms of teaching and learning."18
Without pressing the question as to which came first, it is reasonable to assume
that organized schools were in the process of formation along with the process of
urbanization, social differentiation, political institutionalization, and the creation of
writing. It is wholly possible that organized education was an integral and necessary
part of the corporate and collegia! life of the priestly and scribal class. The formal
school may even have helped to create true writing and push forward the transition
from pictogram to phonogram. The school may have had a more positive role than
simply to become a means of transmitting writing after it had been created. The
edubba may have been a socially organized means of welding the priestly colleges
together and spreading their influence among the villages and other Sumerian cities,
not simply a passive instrument for perpetuating the knowledge of writing among an
already organized class.
17 Ibid., chap. 6. Gelb argues that the evolution of writing in general followed several stages which i
have simplified somewhat as follows:
Forerunners of writing included pictographs (pictorial representations) and mnemonic
devices (like the notations on bones or the knots of ropes) which conveyed meaning without using
a language form.
Full writing includes phoneticization in which the visible sign comes to stand for a linguistic
sound. Full writing is thus phonographic, i.e., the written symbol expresses oral language.
Phonography moved through three historical stages: logographic systems in which the signs
principally stood for words and occasionally for syllables (Sumerian, Proto-Elamite, Proto-Indic,
Egyptian, Hittite, Cretan, and Chinese); syllabic systems in which the written signs came princi-
pally to represent syllables and in which both the signs and the syllables they represented were
greatly simplified (Phoenician, Hebrew, and Aramaic): and alphabetic systems in which the written
sign stood for a single sound of a language (Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew, Latin, Indie, etc.) (See Figure
2.2, p. 41.)
1S Kramer, op. cit, p. 229.

